
6.6 (Kristine Angell)  Talk about a play by play commentary – this response gives us a 
template for the straight-on/vertical view, a template for the bird’s-eye view, a 
written description, a sketch, and sometimes a photograph of what’s going on for 
each of her data points!  A gifted writer up to this point, the researcher’s response to 
this exercise reflected the fact that she was determined to use the occasion of 
temporal-spatial data to develop a much more visual way of presenting her work.  
Stylistically, it’s unique, and wonderfully captures the chaos that is often part and 
parcel of the field and one’s attempt to bring it to order.  I especially like the fact that 
she came up with what looks like a bit of a formatting mistake to represent what 
happens when, if you look straight on at them, one gorilla is blocking another.  It’s 
simple and effective.  The narrative is as excellent as are her insights.   
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Structured vs. Unstructured Observational Research

From my practice of observational research it is the approach to the hypothesis that differs when analyzing the difference 

between structured and unstructured observational research. While both can have the same goal the approach can vary dras-

tically and the outcomes will be different.

Structured observational research is designed to methodologically break systems down into component parts before they 

are rebuilt through the analysis of the observed. These component parts allow researchers to see patterns from the minutia in 

complex systems. This provides a narrow, focused view that begins with the micro before going macro.

Unstructured observational research provides an overview of the entire system before a deep dive into what is immediately 

observable. Unstructured observational research allows for flexible use of a variety of methods and activities.

A good example of the differences between structured and unstructured observational research is in the question “how do 

they use the space?”. In structured observation space is broken down into quadrants and movement into and out of the 

quadrants is measured. Further measurements occur around items used, and space uses within and through these quad-

rants. Further, the relationships between two locations can be mapped and identified in correlation to the other spaces. 

People, things and activities can be cited and their relationship to the location and its boundaries noted. This then becomes 

an exercise in identifying boundaries (people/animal, things, activities) and the constructed relationships that the animals place 

on and the rituals that take place with those entities and within the boundaries they define.

When using unstructured or open observation to answer the question of ‘how do they use the space?’ a series of sub ques-

tions can initially define the researcher’s viewpoint. These act as a guide but allow for more flexible opportunities for hap-

penstance and the unknown. Inviting the unknown into research can bring new insight into otherwise known situations and 

relationships. This style of observational research looks at the entirety without ruling anything out. While it can overwhelm, 

research of this style should include time for pure observation with no note taking, to provide researchers the opportunity to 

familiarize themselves with the subject, and to allow patterns around their central thesis to show. 

What is in scope and what is out of scope is at the heart of the difference between structured and unstructured observational 

research. Both processes limit the scope, where one looks broadly to select out the other looks narrowly, eliminating all other 

influences. 
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Overview of day’s research goals

Today our goal was to uncover space usage. Who used it, and what 

and how did they use it. To do this I created a grid of the space, 

documented which gorillas were in which space at what time. Thus, 

time was a key element. Time stamps were taken on regular inter-

vals.  At times, catching the time became a secondary requirement to 

catching the use of space. 

We were further challenged to capture nuance, character, and our 

hunches on motivation in our typed up notes, ie. small novellas. 

Exhibit Observed: Breeding Troop

Time: 10:30 - 11:30 am

Environmental factors: Cool, but otherwise a nice sunny day. The 

gorillas spent their time both indoors and out. 

Zoo visitors: There was a great deal of visitors due in part to how 

active Bahati and Susie were; and that the bachelor group were 

hidden from view.

Research methods: Grids for space use and movement; time stamps
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Observation notes:

10:34 D4  It’s a lazy day in the mating enclosure. Kowali is 

lounging in the net at the back of the enclosure 

angled to enable her to follow what’s happening in 

the outside enclosure. She will be in this position 

for most of the morning.

 L8 Bana is laying in the corner.

10:36 C3  Bahati is in the roost, looking out the window [at 

her daughter?]

10:38 D4  Kowali remains stationary in the net.  

[It looks very much like a hammock, like it could be 

comfortable, and perhaps like other hammocks the 

place to be.]

 L8 Bana laying in the corner.

 C3  Bahati nods her head, still in the roost or upper 

platform in back corner or the enclosure

10:40 L8 Bana is now sitting up

 D4  Kowali exerts herself to sit up straight, she is 

watching closely what is happening in the outside 

enclosure.

 C3 Bahati sitting in perch, rolls over onto her back

B
Kowali

Bahati

Susie

Kwan

Rollie

Bana

D4 Net is a perfect TV chair, you 

can view much of what happens in 

the enclosure and outside from it.

It may also be a highly valuable 

location because of that.

K
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10:43 D4  Kowali readjusts herself in the net, looks towards 

visitor glass, hands collapsed loosely in front of her.

 L8 Kwan is sitting in the corner

10:44 G3  Bahati moved down to a lower perch looking at the 

audience/visitors.

 L8 No change in Kwan.

 D8,F3 Upper perch gorilla moves from D8 to F3

10:47 G3,K3 Bahati moves from G3 to K3

 L8,K7 Kwan moves from L8 to K7

10:49 K7 Kwan in K7 with back to audience

 8L Rollie moves next to Bana

 D4 Kowali is still lounging in the net

10:52 7K Kwan sits with his back to the audience

 8L  Bana is using space to sit next to glass. Looks at 

children, observing them. The children look back 

and they have a moment where both are looking at 

each other.

 D4  Kowali is sitting up, head angled to the right 

[watching the children with Bana?]

Bahati

Child

Susie

Bana

RR

K

BB

121002_ZOO003.JPG

Rollie

Kowali
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10:54 4K  Kwan move from 7K to 4K, sits cross legged with 

his back to the audience; rethinking his view, he 

then readjusts his angle to see the visitors.

 8L   Bana sits up straighter, she’s being watched by 

Kwan; she moves closer to the corner.

 D4  Kowali above Bana and Kwan sits motionless—

she has not moved.

[I move closer]

 7K  Kwan returns (from 4K) to ‘his’ spot, and promptly 

puts his back to the audience

 7K,6J Rollie in 7K moves to 6J

 7G,6 Bahati is in the tree moves through 6 to outside

 G4 Kowali moves to the right side of the tree 

 6J,2F Bahati comes back in moving from 6J to 2F

 2,6,7 Kwan returns to 2J through 6 to 7K

 2,6,7,3  Bahati female (small) comes inside 2J to 6J to 7K 

up tree to 7G then to 3C

 4D Someone in the upper nest is eating food

 3C  Watching female in 4D

 4K Kwan moves to 4K again
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2,6,3A  Bahati moves from 2 to 6 to 3A; sitting in roost, with her 

yellow blanket watching the visitors come in. In the roost, 

Bahati leans over, slaps at the window (at a researcher 

watching her through the window) [“Hey you”], then turns 

away [“that wasn’t me!”].

   Bahati waits momentarily, then draping the yellow 

blanket across her shoulder she moves across 

back of exhibit at mid level. A mix between Spider 

Man and Superman (and holding the blanket in 

her hand) she uses her fingers to grab hold of the 

mesh fencing on the ceiling to swing across to the 

ibeams holding the glass (between visitor and goril-

las) in place where she sidesteps across to a rope 

and then a tree until she reaches the far perch.

11:13 1I  Susie comes inside moving smoothly from 2 to 6 

to 7 to 3 back. Climbs to 3C

 3C  Bahati and Susie sit next to each other in 3C in the 

roost
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11:15 7C Susie moves to 7C top into tree

 3C Bahati in 3C

 8C Sleeper in 8C

 7K Kwan moves to 7 K

 7C Susie moves to grasp grate above her 7C

 3C Bahati in 3C rearranges/folds blanket

  Susie and Bahati look at each other across space

 2F  Susie in the tree, laying on side with one foot on 

trunk to hold her in place.

  Susie sits up, on hand on trunk

11:22  Susie lays down, left hand on tree limb

11:23     Bahati leans over ledge of roost, peers towards 

Susie and down into encloser. The yellow blanket 

is beneath her. She looks towards the outside

  Bahati rolls (towards the right) onto her back

   Susie lounging in tree /limb crook, she’s look-

ing towards the visitors, against the limb—she’s 

stretched out.

11:24   Susie readjusts, lifting her right hand lazily over her 

head.
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Kwan
Kwan uses the bamboo forest in 4 and 7 for watching his 

females. When he feels it’s necessary he will exert power/

influence over the women to take their spot in 8 or to 

manage them in 1.

His favorite spot is in 6 with his back to the audience. In 

this spot he can see all of the women.

Bahati
Bahati doesn’t stay on the ground. When she moves she 

uses all of her limbs—from her feet to grasp to her fingers 

from which she hangs and swings to grasp the next hand-

hold in her journey. She seems to prefer the air and the 

climb, much as I would expect a climber to do so. 

Her favorite spot is the roost in 3. There she can watch the 

outside world, keep an eye on her daughter and see what 

others in the enclosure are up to. 

Susie
Susie didn’t spend much time indoors. However she did 

have places and gorillas that she visited with however 

briefly when she came inside. She had one long visit with 

her mother, in which close contact was made. This was 

also a private moment, with Susie and her mother in a 

roost that is very separate from the others. After her visits 

she moved to a tree limb in 2 and spent the remainder of 

time there, lounging while balancing on the tree limb.
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Kowali
Kowali was stationary throughout the observation. She 

stayed in the hammock which allowed her the opportunity 

to watch those around her, to sleep, or to move across the 

enclosure at mid-level quite easily.

Is the hammock then a retreat and sanctuary? A lookout 

or vantage point? A prized possession? A nest? A favorite 

entertainment viewing spot (ala Lazyboy)?

Rollie
Rollie was also lounging around like it was a 

long weekend. At times I lost track of her. 

She spent time in lofted spaces.

Bana
Bana too laid low today. She spent the 

majority of her time in area 8, where she 

alternated between looking at the visiting 

children and watching the other gorillas. This 

area seemed to behave as a nest or bed-

room. At times Bana’s space was invaded 

by Kwan and her space was often observed  

or watched by Kwan.
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The Questions
Who is allowed to move around freely and who is trapped? What 

is personal freedom for this species, for this culture? Is being up 

high in the canopy better than being down low on the ground? 

What is a prized location? Is the ability to lounge a luxury? How 

do objects and food play a role in their relationships? 

What I Know
Kwan has taken a very dominant path within the enclosure, from 

8 to 1 he is able to see and be seen by everyone in the enclosure 

and outside (visitors). His favorite spot is highly centralized which 

provides a measure of control. But, by turning his back on the 

visitors/audience he in effect says that we don’t matter and what 

does matter is within the enclosure. His eyes however belie his 

position. He is very much aware of what is happening outside of 

the enclosure, however he does not or has not moved to effect 

that movement. He does however exert control over movements 

within the enclosure, moving often to better locations to ensure 

he knows what’s happening at all times.

Relationships do matter within the enclosure. Susie being the 

youngest went to multiple locations within the enclosure when 

she came back inside. Were these locations specific to individu-

als, to her? That I don’t know, but her strongest ally and relation-

ship is with her mother, with whom she spent considerable time 

sitting next to and looking at. 

The relationships of the other gorillas is less overt. Rollie and 

Kowali are both said to be Kwan’s favorites. They have taken po-

sitions high up within the enclosure. These positions allow them 

to see most everything within the enclosure while also being 

visible to Kwan. Their lack of movement could be a reassurance 

to Kwan, or a symbol of their status. Oddly, their position allows 

them to get between Kwan and the other females if necessary. 

Bana has positioned herself in the back lower corner of the 

enclosure, a cubby or nest like space. Kowali and Rollie stayed 

near by, but in higher positions above Bana. Bana was visited by 

other gorillas and often sat near the glass to commune with the 

visitors. 

As much as these locations spoke of the gorilla and their relation-

ship with the others, at least one gorilla had a unique relationship 

with an object. Bahati at about 11 am went across the enclosure 

to an upper window and roost, acknowledged a Zoo researcher 

with a tap to the window and took up the yellow blanket. She 

then proceeded to carry the blanket across the enclosure to 

her favorite spot at the back of the enclosure. She performed 

fantastic acrobatics as she moved from roost to tree limbs to 

ropes and onto ibeams. Once she was back in her favorite spot 

she shook out and folded the blanket, and then laid it on the 

platform. She then proceeded to sit on it. Later, she folded the 

blanket again—this was either just after her daughter came to 

visit or just before.

The map above show the pattern of movements by each gorilla. 

The large tree and other objects between sections 3,4,6 and 7 

act as a bottleneck for the area. When Kwan sits in ‘his’ spot at 

the juncture to 6 and 7, the higher paths then become more fa-

vorable. However, these paths are blocked by Kowali and Rollie. 

This results in Bana being trapped in the corner. 
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Spacial Use
Key locations within the space included roosts, trees and nets for 

the women. Kwan dominated the space through managing the 

ground. 

Mid level saw some usage but on the whole it was used for 

movement to and from the ground to high-ground, a staging 

ground in a sense. Gorillas often used it as a place to pause to 

look before moving on. Susie’s use of the tree as a lounging loca-

tion was distinct amongst the gorillas.

Barriers were contrived bottlenecks set up by other gorillas 

(Kwan) or obstacles such as taken spots like the net and roosts 

that impeded gorilla movement up and through the enclosure’s 

high-ground spaces.

High traffic low areas included the bamboo forest, area 6  and ar-

eas 1 and 2 as gorillas moved through the exhibit to the outside. 

Very few gorillas moved at ground level through 3 or 5. They 

preferred moving through those areas at mid or high-ground.
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